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Referral statement Fi2023/02665, Increased gambling tax 
 
About BOS 
 
The Swedish Trade Association for Online Gambling (BOS) is here issuing its opinion on 
the memorandum “Increased gambling tax”, in which it is proposed that the excise tax 
on gambling be increased from 18 to 22 percent as of July 1, 2024. 
 
BOS represents twenty gambling companies that operate on the Swedish gambling 
market.1 This makes us the largest trade association in Sweden within our industry. All 
members have a license/permit issued by Spelinspektionen. 
 
BOS recommendation 
 
BOS rejects the proposal to raise the gambling tax. 
 
Our motives for the rejection 
 
The goal of the gambling market, as described by the government, "is a healthy and 
safe gambling market under public control". In addition, according to the government, 
revenues for the common good must be protected, the negative consequences of 
gambling must be reduced, gambling for money must be covered by strong consumer 
protection and cannot be misused for criminal activities.2 
 
BOS believes that the proposal for a tax increase is in conflict with all of the govern-
ment's stated goals for the gambling market. It is connected with the fact that the im-
plementation of a tax increase on gambling will lead to a reduced channelization to the 
Swedish regulated gambling market, something that is also expressed by several other 
reference bodies, including the Swedish Gambling Authority.3 In contrast, the un-
licensed and not infrequently illegal gambling market in Sweden will gain market share 
if the proposal to raise the gambling tax is implemented. 

 
1 https://www.bos.nu/vara-medlemmar/ 
2 https://www.regeringen.se/regeringens-politik/spelpolitik/mal-for-spelpolitiken/ 
3 https://www.spelinspektionen.se/globalassets/dokument/informationsdokument/remissvar-hojd-spelskatt-
fi2023_02665.pdf 

https://www.bos.nu/vara-medlemmar/
https://www.regeringen.se/regeringens-politik/spelpolitik/mal-for-spelpolitiken/
https://www.spelinspektionen.se/globalassets/dokument/informationsdokument/remissvar-hojd-spelskatt-fi2023_02665.pdf
https://www.spelinspektionen.se/globalassets/dokument/informationsdokument/remissvar-hojd-spelskatt-fi2023_02665.pdf
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It is connected with the fact that a tax increase on licensed gambling further 
strengthens the competitiveness of unlicensed gambling in Sweden, which 
correspondingly increases in attractiveness when Swedish gambling consumers have 
to make decisions about where their gambling will take place. A product subject to 
high tax is less attractive than a comparable product subject to low or no tax. 
 
Channelization 
 
The concept of channelization refers to what proportion of Swedes' gambling takes 
place on the licensed market designated by the state, and what proportion takes place 
on the unlicensed market in Sweden. Ideally, all gambling should take place on the 
licensed market, but in practice this is impossible to achieve, especially when it comes 
to online gambling, which by its very nature is cross-border. Sweden's unofficial 
channelization target has therefore been set at 90 percent. In other words, it is 
acceptable (but not desirable) with a leakage to the unlicensed gambling market of no 
more than 10 percent. If the leakage becomes greater than that, the goals of the 
gambling policy are considered to be unachievable. 
 
Unfortunately, Sweden's channelization target must now be described as "unofficial", 
with reference to the fact that the government seems to have distanced itself from the 
target in recent years. What was initially a clearly defined goal from both the govern-
ment and the Riksdag, at least in the political debate, has in recent years rather been 
referred to as an expectation, assessment or forecast. 
 
To the extent that a government and Riksdag decision is needed to establish Sweden's 
90 percent target, we strongly recommend that the government take this initiative, 
and thus not distance itself from this gambling policy goal by calling it something other 
than a goal or objective (for example assessment). It is in the government's own 
interest that there is a channelization goal and any way to distance oneself from this 
harms the government and the legitimacy of the licensing system, and what is worse 
harms Sweden's gambling consumers. 
 
The reason why the government should under no circumstances undermine the goal of 
at least 90 percent channelization is that a high ditto is a basic prerequisite for all other 
goals of gambling policy. A high channelization goal is a goal to reach all other goals. 
 
These other goals can be summarized as: 
 
- That consumer protection is strong 
- That unhealthy gambling is kept to the lowest possible level 
- That crime is pushed back 
- That the state receives good tax revenue from gambling 
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- That the licensed gambling companies have good profitability and good conditions 
- That the licensing system has high legitimacy 
 
The government states as a motive for raising the tax that "[t]he current tax rate of 18 
percent has applied since the Swedish gambling market was reregulated in 2019. The 
gambling market has since stabilized, and channelization has increased significantly."4 
 
It is a claim and a description of reality that we dare to say that the government is 
quite alone. In the memorandum, the government presents no more recent figures 
than those presented by the Swedish Agency for Public Management (Swe: Stats-
kontoret), which originate from 2021, in a report on the gambling market.5 
 
It is unfortunate that the state has not produced more recent data than this, and it is 
unfortunate that the government has not taken on board new data presented by 
actors other than the state. BOS was able to show half a year ago that the 
channelization in March 2023 was 77 percent for all competitive gambling (that is, all 
gambling not protected by monopoly).6 It is a channelization that testifies that the 
Swedish licensing market is in a very serious situation. 
 
The BOS report also broke down the competitive gambling market into its various 
components, such as sports betting and online casino. The gambling vertical online 
casino, along with online poker, showed the very weakest channelization at 72 per-
cent. That in such a situation there is no room for measures that further damage 
channelization – which a tax increase on gambling does – should be obvious. 
 
In addition to BOS's channelization report, which was carried out by opinion institute 
SKOP, the gambling company ATG has had the channelization measured using a 
different methodology and presented it in a report. ATG's measurement mirrors the 
BOS report in terms of channelization in general in the gambling market (only 1 
percentage point separates the two measurements). On the other hand, the ATG 

 
4 https://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/9d250a08bd584ff6ad4df45d311165db/hojd-spelskatt.pdf, p. 6 
5 https://www.statskontoret.se/siteassets/rapporter-pdf/2022/2022-5.pdf 
6 https://www.bos.nu/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Rapport-til-BOS-om-kanalisering-mars-2023.pdf 

https://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/9d250a08bd584ff6ad4df45d311165db/hojd-spelskatt.pdf
https://www.statskontoret.se/siteassets/rapporter-pdf/2022/2022-5.pdf
https://www.bos.nu/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Rapport-til-BOS-om-kanalisering-mars-2023.pdf
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measurement shows an even worse position for the gambling vertical online casino.

 
 
Considering ATG's channelization report, where channelization has fallen dramatically 
since the Swedish re-regulation in 2019, it is difficult to even know how to relate to the 
government's claim that "[the] gambling market has since stabilized, and 
channelization has increased significantly." In a later report from ATG, which extends 
to Q3 2023, channelization has further fallen to 70 percent channelization for the over-
all license market and 59 percent channelization for online casino.7 
 
In addition to the above quote from the government testifying that the government 
simply lacks a basis for its claim, it demonstrates another, general, shortcoming in the 
government's memorandum: the lack of data, basis, preparation, and analysis. 
 
Examples of the absence of analysis concern the proposal's impact on the media and 
the sports movement. Both of these social actors are major recipients of money from 
the gambling industry. A cost increase for the licensed gambling industry of SEK 0.5 
billion annually (the increased tax revenue estimated by the government) has to come 
from somewhere, and this will by all accounts happen at least in part through reduced 
advertising in traditional media and reduced sports sponsorship. The government has 
nothing to say about how the media and the sports movement are affected by the 

 
7 https://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/atg/documents/atg-rapport-kanalisering-spelbolag-q3-2023-punkt-pdf-436685 
 

https://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/atg/documents/atg-rapport-kanalisering-spelbolag-q3-2023-punkt-pdf-436685
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government's proposal. There are no impact analyzes in the government's 
memorandum on this. 
 
Through advertisements in, for example, the daily press and sponsorship of sports 
teams, awareness of the brands of the licensed betting companies is increased. Such 
marketing and sponsorship thus promote the Swedish gambling market, in that 
licensed gambling companies are top of mind when the gambling consumer chooses 
an operator for its gambling. In addition, of course, the money from the gambling 
industry is of great use in the daily recruitment of both sports associations and news-
rooms, for their respective important tasks in our democratic society. 
 
The government's memorandum is not only incomplete in that it does not highlight 
and analyze the consequences for important social actors. In addition, the small 
approach to analysis that is actually presented in the memorandum seems to be 
poorly executed. The government calculates the expected increased tax revenue at 
SEK 539 million. There is no calculation for increased costs for the expected increased 
gambling addiction, as a consequence of players migrating to unlicensed gambling, in 
the analysis. In addition, there is a complete lack of calculations on the extent of lost 
tax revenue due to the fact that the tax increase results in reduced channelization, as 
well as in general reduced gambling on the license market because the price of 
gambling products is raised. 
 
With regard to price sensitivity (price elasticity), the figure -0.5 is used in the memo – 
that is, not price sensitive – which is information taken from the inquiry “A reregulated 
gambling market”. The information in the inquiry in turn refers to an external report 
from 2014 from Great Britain.8 However, the UK document indicates a higher price 
elasticity for certain gambling products, including online casino with a figure of -1.5 
(high price sensitivity), but this fact – that gambling decreases when the price of 
certain gambling products is increased – is completely omitted from the government's 
memorandum. The government's estimated increase in tax revenues of just over SEK 
0.5 billion annually therefore appears to be pure wishful thinking based on incorrect 
assumptions. 
 
Optimal tax rate 
 
On behalf of BOS, in 2016 the consulting firm Copenhagen Economics had an optimal 
tax level calculated for Swedish conditions, ahead of the Swedish re-regulation in 
2019.9 As far as we know, it is the most detailed investigation that has been done 

 
8 https://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/29291777554d47e49e717171e4eb5f83/en-omreglerad-spelmarknad-
del-1-av-2-kapitel-1-21-sou-201730/, p. 493 
9 https://www.bos.nu/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Rapport_BOS_Final.pdf 
 

https://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/29291777554d47e49e717171e4eb5f83/en-omreglerad-spelmarknad-del-1-av-2-kapitel-1-21-sou-201730/
https://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/29291777554d47e49e717171e4eb5f83/en-omreglerad-spelmarknad-del-1-av-2-kapitel-1-21-sou-201730/
https://www.bos.nu/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Rapport_BOS_Final.pdf
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based on Swedish conditions, and the report had a noticeable impact on the govern-
ment's and the Riksdag's decision to set the gambling tax at 18 percent gross gaming 
revenue. 
 
Copenhagen's Economics report presents an optimal range for the state to stay within, 
15-20 percent. A tax rate above 20 percent means lost channelization, but also in the 
long term reduced tax revenue, in accordance with a classic Laffer curve. There is no 
reason to believe that the state can now, compared to the years before the Swedish 
reregulation of the gambling market, be able to deviate from the presented tax range 
without damaging the license market. On the contrary, today's critically low 
channelization bears witness that the tax in this sensitive situation should under no 
circumstances be increased. Instead, the government and the Riksdag should urgently 
devote themselves to reforms that strengthen channelization. 
 
Reforms that strengthen channelization 
 
In this context, BOS would like to conclude by raising a finger of warning for the super-
stition we see when governments – the current one as well as the previous one – pro-
pose new repressive measures on the gambling market. Repressive measures aim to 
make it difficult for and exclude unlicensed gambling companies from the Swedish 
gambling market. Examples of such measures are so-called B2B permits, payment 
blocks and bans on promoting unlicensed operators. 
 
We are generally positive about such measures, and we see their complementary task 
as absolutely crucial to succeed in maintaining a high channelization. Complementary 
in the sense of reinforcing a gambling license market that is fundamentally perceived 
as attractive by the player collective. We object, however, to the fact that govern-
ments seem to live in the delusion that the attractiveness of the gambling license 
market can be worsened (for example, by raising the gambling tax) without this 
worsening the channelization, as long as the deterioration is met with repressive 
measures to shut out unlicensed gambling. All experience, from Sweden and a number 
of jurisdictions where our members operate, shows that this is an incorrect 
assumption. In addition, governments tend to mortgage strengthened channelization 
through intensified repression already in advance, not infrequently before the 
repressive measures have even been put into effect. 
 
Repressive measures strengthen and promote the licensed gambling market when this 
is fundamentally perceived as attractive by the player collective. It is the customers 
who decide whether the gambling should take place on the licensed market or not. No 
countermeasures in the world, at least in the democracies of the Western world, can 
stop the outflow of gambling consumers if the consumers do not consider that the 
gambling offer they are given on the license market is sufficiently attractive. 
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